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ABSTRACT

This invention discloses a circuit for rapidly and certainly ig
niting a discharge tube such as a fluorescent lamp, mercury
arc lamp, neon tube lamp or the like, which comprises a
capacitor adapted to effect charge or discharge thereofat sub
stantially the peak value of AC wave of power source by the
action of a switching means, a transformer or ballast choke
coil which is adapted to produce high voltage pulse in
response to said charge or discharge of the capacitor, said high
voltage pulse being applied to a discharge tube at its elec
trodes which are preliminarily heated thereby to ignite the
discharge tube. According to this invention, simultaneously
when a power source is closed, a high voltage is generated at
substantially the peak value of positive and/or negative half
cycle of the AC power source by the operation of a specific
circuit, thereby enabling the discharge tube to be rapidly or in
stantaneously ignited. The present circuit is very useful for
various commercial purposes.
17 Claims, 23 Drawing Figures
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1.
ELECTRICCIRCUIT FOR RAPIDLYIGNITINGA
DISCHARGETUBE
This invention relates to circuit for rapidly igniting a
discharge tube.
Conventionally there has been proposed various igniter cir
cuits for a so-called rapid start type discharge tube or lamp

such as fluorescent lamp, mercury-arc lamp, neon tube lamp

2
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
discharge lamp igniting circuit in which a power required for
preheating a filament is automatically reduced after the
discharge lamp has once been ignited thereby rendering the
life remarkably long, as compared with the conventional
discharge lamps having a continually heating unit.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an

or the like. In these conventional igniter circuits, however,
electric circuit for sequentially igniting a fluorescent lamp
there is generally used a leakage transformer having a secon most
suitable to the advertisement etc. due to the fact that the
10
dary high voltage coil which is expensive. The use of such
leakage transformer leads to such disadvantage that the ap fluorescent lamp is ignited simultaneously with the application
of the power supply and also the fluorescent lamps can be
paratus employing a rapid start type discharge tube becomes, sequentially
turned on and are simultaneously turned off.
as a whole, much expensive.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
An object of the present invention is to provide a circuit for 15 electric
circuit for igniting an AC load in which a diode is con
rapidly or instantaneously igniting a discharge tube, which em
nected to a capacitor of time constant circuit to retain a hold
ploys no leakage transformer and is simple in structure, lead
ing current of SCR, and the capacitor discharges while the
ing to the considerable reduction of cost.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an ig holding current is retained, so that the load can be kept as it is
niter circuit for a discharge tube, which is provided with a pre energized for a relatively prolonged period of time, and this
energization of load distinguish from deenergization
heater unit, that is, another circuit for preliminarily heating 20 makes
the electrodes of a discharge tube thereby to enable the thereof.
The essential feature of the present invention consists in a
discharge tube to be ignited in substantially simultaneity with
the closure of electric power source, consequently being capa circuit for rapidly and certainly igniting a discharge tube or
ble of effecting the ignition more rapidly than the conven 25 lamp such as a fluorescent lamp, mercury-arc lamp, neon tube
lamp or the like, which comprises a capacitor adapted to ef.
tional igniter circuit employing a leakage transformer.
Another object of the present invention is to provide an ig fect charge or discharge thereof at substantially the peak of
niter circuit for a discharge tube, which repeatedly produces AC wave of power source by the action of a switching means,
high voltage pulse of the same number with that of the a transformer or ballast choke coil which is adapted to
frequency of power source until a discharge tube such as a produce high voltage pulse in response to said charge or
fluorescent lamp or the like is ignited, thereby enabling the discharge of the capacitor, said high voltage pulse being ap
discharge tube to be discharged by the action of the sub plied to a discharge tube at its electrodes which are
sequent high voltage pulse and consequently ignited even if preliminarily heated thereby to ignite the discharge tube.
the first discharge lamp fails to effect the ignition.
" It should particularly be noted that various embodiments in
Another object of the present invention is to provide an ig 35 cluding changes, omissions, additions, substitutions and/or
niter circuit for a discharge tube which, after the discharge other modifications may be made without departing from the
tube has once been ignited, can continue to effect the ignition scope of the invention. This invention itself, both as to its or
by the action of a conventional stabilizer, independently of a ganization and manner of operation, together with further ob
high voltage pulse producing circuit.
jects and advantages thereof, may be best understood by
Another object of the present invention is to provide an ig 40 reference to the following description taken in connection
niter circuit, which ignites a plurality of discharge tubes, or with the accompanying drawings in which:
lamps simultaneously.
FIG. 1-A is a circuit diagram showing the principle of induc
Another object of the present invention is to provide an ig ing a high voltage according to the present invention;
niter circuit which ignites a plurality of discharge tubes with
FIG. 1-B is a circuit diagram showing an embodiment of the
such certainty that even if one of said discharge tubes is in 45 present invention;
trouble the remaining discharge tubes can be ignited without
FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram showing another embodiment of
any disorder.
the present invention;
Another object of the present invention is to provide an
FIG.3 is a circuit diagram showing another embodiment;
electric circuit for igniting discharge lamps which ensures the 50 FIG, 4-A is a circuit diagram showing another embodiment
igniting operation; is made at low cost since a transformer for of the present invention;
heating filaments is not used, and is compact and light in
F.G. 4-B is a circuit diagram showing another embodiment
weight.
wherein
the similar
circuit to that of FIG. 4-A is used for ignit
Another object of the present invention is to provide a ing a plurality
of discharge lamps;
discharge lamp igniting circuit in which a ballast choking coil 55 FIG. 4-Ca, b, and c represent a series of waveforms useful
and a secondary coil of a transformer are connected in series, in explaining the operations of the embodiments shown in
and as a voltage to be applied to a discharge lamp, high volt FIGS. 4-A and 4-B, respectively;
age pulses generated on the ballast choking coil and the secon
FIG.S-A and FIG. 5-B are circuit diagrams showing further
dary coil of the transformer are used so that the resultant embodiments of the present invention;
higher voltage can be applied to the discharge lamp, thereby 60 FIG. 5-C and FIG. 5-D represent a series of waveforms use
rendering the ignition of the discharge lamp more certain.
ful in explaining the operations of the embodiments shown in
Another object of the present invention is to provide a FIG.S-A and FIG. 5-B, respectively;
discharge lamp igniting circuit in which a diode is connected
FIG. 5-E and FIG. 5-F are circuit diagrams showing further
so as to generate high voltage pulse at every cycle of AC embodiments
of the present invention;
waveform, whereby larger electric current flows through a 65 FIG. S-G and FIG. 5-H represent a series of waveforms use
transformer when pulse is generated, thereby enabling the ig ful in explaining the operations of the embodiments shown in
nition of the discharge lamp to be more certain.
FIG.S-E and FIG.5-F, respectively;
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
6-A and 6-B are circuit diagrams showing the princi
discharge lamp igniting circuit in which a tertiary coil and a plesFIG.
of
further
embodiments of this invention;
biquadratic coil for heating a filament are provided in a trans 70 FIG. 6-C, FIG.
6-D, FIG. 6-E and FIG 6-F are circuit dia
former so that a pulse voltage proportional to a pulse voltage grams of the embodiments
of a primary coil is induced on the tertiary and biquadratic FIG. 6-A and FIG. 6-B; realizing the principles shown in
coils and an end-arc is generated at the electrode of a
FIG. 7 is a diagram of a circuit for sequentially igniting a
discharge lamp, thereby enabling the ignition of the discharge fluorescent
lamp, in which a discharge tube igniting circuit
75 embodying this
lamp to be more certain.
invention is employed; and
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FIG. 8 is a diagram of a circuit for igniting an AC load, in
which a discharge tube igniting circuit embodying this inven
tion is employed.

Corresponding reference characters indicate corresponding
parts throughout the figures of the drawings.
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4
the anode side of this SCR (Ds) and negatively on the anode
side of SCR (Ds) When the terminal voltage of the resistor
R12 reaches the Zener voltage VDZ of the Zener diode DZ,
SCR (Dstl) is ignited during the positive half cycle at its por.
tion corresponding to a larger angle than the other SCR (Ds)
and turned on. When this SCR (Ds) is rendered conductive,
the terminal (the anode side of SCR (Ds)) of the capacitor C
which has been charged positively is immediately connected
to the cathode side of SCR (Ds). Between the anode and
cathode of SCR (Ds) is applied the inverse voltage of the

Referring now to FIG. 1-A, characters E and S designate a
DC power source and a switch connected thereto in parallel,
respectively. Character Findicates a discharge tube or lamp,
for example, fluorescent lamp. A ballast choke coil L is con 10
nected between the positive electrode of the DC power source
E and the switch S. In such circuit, when the filament of the
capacitor C to turn off said SCR (Ds). However, evern when
lamp F is preliminarily heated and then the switch S is opened, the inverse voltage of the capacitor C is applied to this SCR
the choke coil L will immediately produce a high electric volt (Ds 12) to turned off it, current flows to the gate during the
age, thereby enabling the lamp F to be ignited. This principle 15 whole range of the positive half cycle and said SCR (Ds) is
is realized in the present invention as follows: a silicon con immediately turned on after once being turned off, which is
trolled rectifier element Ds is employed for the switch S, undesirable. For this reason, the transistor Tris provided to in
which performs the same operation as the switch S in inter terrupt the gate current of SCR (Ds) immediately on SCR
rupting the gate current.
(Ds) being turned on. That is, simultaneously with the turn
Referring now to FIG. 1-B, there is shown an embodiment 20 on of SCR (Ds) the Zener current of the Zener diode DZ
of this invention. There is provided an ignition starting circuit flows through the base of the transistor Tr, which renders the
for a discharge lamp such as fluorescent lamp, which com transistor conductive and makes the potential of the gate of
prises an initial stage SCR which is adapted to be turned on SCR (Ds) equivalent to that of the cathode potential thereby
during a positive half cycle thereby to render a transistor con to
interrupt the gate current.
ductive, a subsequent stage SCR adapted to be turned off by 25 Thus, on SCR (Ds) turned off, the current defined by the
the interruption of the gate current, said initial stage SCR and resistor R.) which has being flowed through the ballast choke
said subsequent stage SCR being connected in parallel L, immediately stops to flow. Accordingly, on the ballast
between the discharge lamp and AC power source, said inter choke is generated a counter electromotive force, which is
ruption being caused by an inverse voltage which is applied then applied to the terminals of the lamp F to induce discharge
between an anode and a cathode by the turn-on of said initial 30 and begin normal discharge. At this instance, however, if the
stage SCR, and a ballast choke coil adapted to apply a high filament of the lamp F has been not heated sufficiently,
voltage counter electromotive force between the lamp and an discharge is not carried out. Yet, as the high voltage is con
electrode by the turnoff of said subsequent stage SCR and to tinuously generated during the positive half cycle while
effect a discharge, and connected in series between the lamp discharge is not carried out, discharge consequently comes to

and the AC power source.
Characters E and T designate an AC power source and a

35 start as the filament becomes heated.

transformer to pre-heat the filament of a discharge lamp F
such as a fluorescent lamp, respectively. The primary side of
said transformer is connected in parallel to said power source
E, whereas the secondary side of said transformer is con 40
nected to the filament of the lamp F.
One terminal of the ballast choke L is connected to the pri
mary side of the transformer T and the other terminal to the
filament of the lamp F. To the junction point of the choke L 45

and the filament of the lamp F, one terminal of each resistor

R. R. R. and R is connected. To the other terminal of the
resistor r, a resistor R, of which the one terminal is con
nected to an electrode of the power source E, and a Zener
diode DZ, are connected. To the other terminal of the re
sistor R, the anode of the silicon controlled rectifier element
Ds (hereinafter referred to merely as SCR) and the capacitor

Once discharge begins, the voltage of the terminals of the
lamp F is reduced to a discharge maintaing voltage of several
tens volts. Because the circuit is so designed that the gates of
SCR (Ds) and (Ds) do not operate below the discharge
maintaining voltage, said SCR (Ds) and (Ds) remain
turned off. Hence, this electronic circuit is brought into the
condition separated from the lamp F. The ballast choke L
merely operates to stabilize the lamp F.
As described, above, in this embodiment, at the same time a

power source is closed, a high voltage is generated at substan

tially the peak of a positive half cycle of alternating current by

the operation of an electronic circuit and the function of a bal

last choke and if a lamp such as a fluorescent lamp has been
preheated, discharge is carried out and the lamp is ignited as
soon as a power source is closed. Accordingly, if this em
bodied circuit is utilized, for instance, for a flashing circuit of
Care connected. Furthermore, to the other terminal of the re
advertisement, the same function as that of an ordinary incan
sistor R are connected the resistor R one terminal of which
descent lamp can be obtained. After the lamp has been ig
is connected to an electrode of the power source E, the collec 55 nited, only the ballast choke operates as a stabilizer and the
tor of a transistor Tr and a Zener diode DZ. To the other ter
electronic circuit is not operated, thereby lengthening the life
minal of the resistor R are connected the anode of SCR of said electronic circuit and achieving the intended object as
(Ds) and the other terminal of said capacitor C.
well.
The cathode of said SCR (Ds) is connected to an elec
Referring now to FIG. 2 showing another embodiment of
trode of the power source E, and the gate thereof is connected 60 this invention, there is provided an electric circuit for produc
to the Zener diode (DZ) and the resistor Ra one terminal of ing pulse for igniting a fluorescent lamp comprising a ballast
which is connected to an electrode of the power source and
choke coil having a secondary coil; a capacitor; a thyristor and
the base of the transistor Tr. The emitter of the transistor Tris
a neon tube lamp; said ballast choke coil and capacitor
connected to an electrode of the power source E.
producing a high-voltage pulse at substantially the peak of
The cathode of another SCRDs is connected to one elec 65 positive half cycle of power source voltage in cooperation with
trode of the power source E and the gate thereof, is connected said thyristor and neon tube therely to dischage the
to the resistor Rs one terminal of which is connected to one
fluorescent lamp, and said fluorescent lamp being kept as it is
electrode of the power source E and to the Zener diode DZ.
ignited by said ballast choke coil only.
In operation, the filament of the lamp F is preheated by the
In FIG. 2, reference E is an AC power source; T is a trans
transformer T. Taking the voltages of the Zener diode DZ, 70 former for preheating a fluorescent lamp which is connected
and the Zener diode DZ, as VDZ and VDZ, respectively in parallel to said AC power source E and has the secondary
and setting VDZ >VDZ, SCR (Ds) is ignited, prior to side, terminals of which are connected to filaments of
Ds during the positive half cycle at its portion corresponding fluorescent lamp FL. One terminal of said fluorescent lamp
to a small degree of angle. Since at this time SCR (Ds)
FL is connected to one terminal of power source E and the
remains turned off, the capacitor C is charged positively on 75 other
terminal thereof is connected to the other terminal of
50
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power source E through the primary coil L of ballast choke

6
Referring now-to FIG. 3, there is shown a further embodi
ment of this invention. This embodiment is an electric circuit

coil CH. One terminal of secondary coil L of said ballast
choke coil CH is connected to the other terminal of power for igniting a plurality of discharge lamps which comprises an
source E and the other terminal thereof is connected to one
electric circuit including a plurality of discharge lamps con
terminal of power source through a capacitor C, resistor R
nected in parallel to a power source through respective ballast
and thyristor Ds in series connection. A diode D is con choke
coils, and a capacitor adapted to be charged at a nega
nected to said thyristor Ds.
tive
half
of power source voltage through a diode and
A resistor R, a neon tube lamp Ne, a diode D and a re dischargecycle
as
well
beinversely charged by a semi-conductor
sistor R in series connection with each other are connected controlled rectifieraselement
such as a thyristor when said con
in parallel to said fluorescent lamp. A gate of thyristor Ds is 10 trolled rectifier element is turned
on, thereby producing a high
connected to a junction point of diode D with the resistor voltage pulse at an oscillation producing
coil; and neon tube
R23.
lamps connected between a gate of said controlled rectifier
The thus connected electric circuit operates as follows.
element and each of ballast choke coils causing said con
The filaments of fluorescent lamp FL is preheated by the trolled
rectifier element to turn on at substantially the peak of
transformer. When the voltage of negative half cycle is applied 15 the positive
half cycle; said ballast choke coils raising voltage
by the power source E, the voltage is charged to the capacitor of said high-voltage
pulse to ignite respective discharge lamps.
C, so that said capacitor bears the positive electrode at the
Reference
E
is
an
power source; FL, FL and FLs are
side near to the resistor R, and the negative electrode at the discharge lamps suchAC
a fluorescent lamp each of which has
side near to the secondary side of the ballast choke coil. CH. filaments connected atasone
terminal of one electrode thereof
The discharge current does not flow to the neon tube lamp Ne 20 to one terminal of power source
E and connected at one ter
at the negative half cycle owing to the diode D, connected minal of the other electrode to the
other electrode of power
thereto in the backward direction. Accordingly, the neon tube surce
through each of ballast choke coils CH, CH and
lamp is not yet ignited. The thyristor Ds is left as it is turned CHs. EReference
T is a transformer for preheating filaments
off, since the inverse voltage is applied to the thyristor Ds.
Fla, FL and Fls, which has a primary coil Ts connected to
Subsequently, when the voltage of positive half cycle is ap 25 the
source E, and secondary coils. One of secondary
plied to the capacitor and the voltage of said capacitor is coilspower
Ta
is
to one electrode of each of filaments
raised to the voltage at which discharge of the neon tube lamp Fau, FL andconnected
FLs,
and
the other secondary coils Tab, Tc,
will start, the discharge current flows to said neon tube lamp,
Tid are connected to each of the other terminals of said
whereupon current flows to the gate of thyristor Ds to turn on 30 and
filaments.
said thyristor. Accordingly, the thyristor Ds is turned on at
L is a coil for generating oscillation one terminal of which is
substantially the peak of positive half cycle, hence the ap
to one electrode of power source at the side con
propriate oscillating voltage generates at both terminals of connected
nected
to
the
ballast choke coil CH, and the other terminal
secondary coil L with the aid of the secondary coil L of bal of which is connected
the other electrode of power source
last choke CH, the capacitor C and resistance of said seconda E through a capacior Ctoand
thyristor Ds in series connection.
ry coil L. Said pulse oscillating voltage is more raised by the 35 The
oscillation
producing
coil
ballast choke coil CH
primary coil L of ballast choke coil CH to produce the high CHs in combination constituteLaand
transformer.
A diode D is
voltage pulse. Said HHIGH-voltage pulse is impressed to the in the backward direction connected in parallel
to the
fluorescent lamp FL to excite the local discharge, and sub thyristor
Ds. Between a gate of thyristor Ds and one electrode
sequently, normal discharge. Normally, the high-voltage pulse 40 of the power
surce E, a resistor Ra and diode Ds are con
must be synchronized with the power source where the normal
The diode Ds is disposed for protecting the thyristor
discharging is kept on, but in the present embodiment, the nected.
Ds.
thyristor Ds is caused to trigger by utilizing the neon tube lamp
resistor Rs and neon tube lamp Nea, the resistor Ras
Ne of which the discharge starting voltage is comparatively andTheneon
tube lamp Nea, and the resistor R3 and neon tube
high.
45 lamp Ness respectively in series connection are connected to a
Thus, the normal discharge is started, and the voltage at
point of ballast choke coils CH-CH with fila
both terminals of fluorescent lamp FL drops below the junction
ments of discharge lamps FL - FLs. The other terminal of
discharge starting voltage of neon tube lamp Ne, so that the respective
neon tube lamps Neal, - Nea or Nea is connected
neon tube lamp Ne does not discharge at the subsequent posi to the gate of
thyristor DS.

tive half cycle and accordingly, current does not flow to the 50 The operation of the thus connected circuit is as follows.
gate of thyristor Ds, hence said thyristor is kept as it is turned
The discharge lamps FL-a-FLs are preheated by the trans
off. That is to say, the high-voltage pulse produced at the pri former
for preheating.T. When the negative half cycle of
mary coil of ballast choke coil CH causes the fluorescent lamp power source voltage is applied, the capacitor C is charged 30.
FL to trigger to be ignited, and thereafter, the trigger circuit is through the diode. Ds, positively at the side near to the
separated from the main circuit.
55 thyristor Ds and negatively at the side near to the oscillation
As set forth in the foregoing, in the electric circuit of this producing
coil L. The capacitor C does not discharge if charg

embodiment, if the filaments of fluorescent lamp is preheated,
the capacitor is charged at the negative half cycle in the
waveform while the neon tube lamp discharges at the positive

ing to said capacitor C completes and the time of discharging
comes, since the thyristor Ds is left as it is turned off and the
diode D is connected in the backward direction. At this time,
the neon tube lamps Neai - Ness discharge at substantially the
peak of the negative half cycle, but the thyristor Ds is kept as it
is turned off since the positive current is not yet fed.
Subsequently, when the voltage of positive half cycle is ap
plied and the voltage is raised to the voltage at which the neon

half cycle to turn on the thyristor at substantially the peak of 60
said positive half cycle; the pulse oscillating voltage is
produced with the aid of the secondary coil of ballast choke
coil, said capacitor and resistance of said secondary coil; and
the pulse voltage is further raised by the primary coil of choke
coil, whereupon the fluorescent lamp starts discharging. Thus, 65 tube lamps Neai - Neas start discharging, the discharging cur
the fluorescent lamp. discharges immediately when the power rent flows to said neon tube lamps Nes-Ness, so that current
source is closed. Accordingly, it is advantageous that in using flows
to the gate of thyristor Ds to turn on said thyristor. Ac
the electric circuit as an igniting circuit in an advertising cordingly,
the thyristor Ds is turned on at substantially the
device, the fluorescent lamp which has been never applicable peak
of
the
positive half cycle, and an appropriate oscillation
can be ignited likely to an incandescent lamp. The electric cir 70 voltage is produced
terminals of oscillation producing
cuit has other advantages that the durability is greatly im coil L with the aid ofattheboth
capacitor
ballast choke coils CH
proved, since only the ballast cheke is kept in operation as a - CH, and resistance of said ballastC,choke
CH-CH
stable unit after ignition of the lamp, while the trigger circuit By this time, charging to the capacitor C iscoils
effected
through
becomes inoperative; and the circuit is manufactured at low the side near to the thyristor Ds, hence a high-voltage
pulse
75 oscillation voltage is produced at the oscillation producing
cost and compact due to the simplicity instructure.
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coil L by the discharging current of the capacitor which starts
discharging at the same time when said thyristor. Ds is turned
on and the charging current flowing to the capacitor C
through the positive side near to said oscillation producing
coil L. Said pulse oscillating voltage is further raised by the
ballast choke coils CH-CH to produce a high-voltage
pulse. Said high-voltage pulse is impressed on the discharge
lamps FL - FL to excite a local discharge, which is followed
by the normal discharge. The high-voltage pulse must be
synchronized with the power source voltage which maintains

8
on at substantially the peak of positive half cycle of a power
source voltage and connected between filaments of said
discharge lamp; and a high-voltage pulse generating circuit
consisting of a capacitor and transformer connected in com
mon to said controlled rectifier element; said filaments of
discharge lamp being preheated through the controlled rectifi
er element adapted to turn on at substantially the peak of posi
tive half cycle, said capacitor being charged at the negative
half cycle of power source voltage and inversely rapidly
10 charged at substantially the peak of the positive half cycle,
the discharge lamps in the normal discharging, and in this em
whereupon said charging current produces an oscillating pulse
bodiment, the neon tube lamps Nea - Nea of which the at a primary side of transformer, said pulse is raised to excite a
discharge starting voltage is comparatively high are utilized to high-voltage oscillating pulse at a secondary side thereof, and
make the thyristor Ds trigger.
the high-voltage oscillating pulse of the negative direction is
As soon as the discharge lamps FL - FL-as begin to effect 15 impressed on said filaments, thereby igniting the discharge
the normal discharge, the voltage at both terminals of lamp; and
discharge lamps FL - FL drops below the voltage at which
An electric circuit for igniting a plurality of discharge lamps
the neon tube lamps Nea - Neas will start discharging, hence which comprises a filament preheating circuit connected to
the neon tube lamps Neal-esdo not discharge at the sub filaments of a plurality of discharge lamps and adapted to pre
sequently the subsequent positive half cycle of power source 20 heat the respective filaments through said controlled rectifier
voltage. Accordingly, current does not flow to the gate of circuit; and a high-voltage pulse generating circuit including a
thyristor Ds, so that the thyristor is left as it is turned off. In capacitor and transformer connected in common to said con
other words, the high-voltage pulse produced by the ballast trolled rectifier circuit; said filament preheating electric cir
choke coils CH-CH causes the discharge lamps FL-a - 25 cuit including a controlled rectifier element connected
FL to trigger, and thereafter, the trigger circuit is automati between respective filaments of discharge lamps and adapted

to turn on at substantially the peak of positive half cycle of an
AC power source and a gate current controlling circuit includ
ing neon lamps and connected to the respective filaments, said
30 gate current controlling circuit feeding current to a gate of
said controlled rectifier element to turn on said controlled
rectifier element; said capacitor being charged at the negative
half cycle of power source voltage and inversely rapidly
charged at substantially the peak of the positive half cycle,
35 whereupon said charging current produces an oscillating pulse
at a primary side of transformer, and said pulse is raised to
In the the electric circuit of this embodiment, the ballast
choke coils CH-CH and the oscillation producing coil L excite a high-voltage oscillating pulse at a secondary side
are combined into a unitary transfermer, and alternatively the thereof, and the high-voltage oscillating pulse of the negative
is impressed on said filaments, thereby igniting said
oscillation producing coil may be connected to each of ballast direction
choke coils. In this embodiment, three discharge lamps are 40 plurality of discharge lamps.
In FIG. 4-A, reference E is a 100 or 200V. AC power
connected, and the number of discharge lamps may be in
creased according to necessity, with increase in the number of source; CH is a ballast choke coil, one terminal of which is
connected to said power source E; C is a capacitor for noise
neon tube lamps and ballast choke coils.
regulation which is connected to one polarity of power source
As described herein above, the electric circuit of this em
bodiment is so adapted that filaments of discharge lamps such 45 E and the other terminal of said choke coil CH; FL is a
as a fluorescent lamp are preheated; the capacitor is charged discharge lamp such as a fluorescent lamp having filaments F.
at the negative half cycle of power source through the diode; and F each of which is connected at one terminal to the
and the neon tube lamps discharge at the positive half cycle to power source E. If a discharge lamp of 32W or below is used,
the discharge lamp is connected to the 100V power source,
turn on the semiconductor controlled rectifier element such as
thyristor, so that the high-voltage pulse is produced at the 50 while if a discharge lamp of 40W and more is used, the
oscillation producing coil, thereby igniting the discharge discharge lamp is connected to the 200V power source E. T is
a transformer having a secondary coil T one terminal of
lamps through the ballast choke coils. The thus connected which
to a filament F of discharge lamp FL
electric circuit has such advantages that its application is ver throughisaconnected
capacitor C and the other terminal of which is con
satile, for example, it is useful as a flashing cirucuit for adver 55 nected to the
filament F of discharge lamp FL, and a primary
tising purpose, since all discharge lamps are simultaneously ig
coil T one terminal of which is connected to the power
nited instantly when the power source is closed; the ignition source
the side near to choke coil and the other terminal
operation is ensured since charging to the capacitor at the of whichE isatconnected
to a capacitor C. The other terminal of
negative half cycle is effected through the diode, transfer of capacitor Caa is connected
to the anode of semiconductor con
electric charge in said capacitor is increased which takes place 60 trolled
element Ds such as a thyristor through a diode
synchronously when the semiconductor controlled rectifier Dai in rectifier
the forward direction and to the filament F of
element is turned on, hence the signal of high-boltage pulse is
discharge lamp FL through a diode D in the backward
applied sufficiently to ignite discharge lamps; the circuit is direction.
anode of controlled rectifier element Ds is con
economical since ignition of a plurality of discharge lamps is nected to The
the
F of discharge lamp FL through a
effected by a single trigger pulse including a controlled rectifi 65 diode Ds, andfilament
the
cathode
is connected to the fila
er element; and the durability of circuit is greatly prolonged, ment F of discharge lamp thereof
FL. A gate of said SCR is con
since the ballast choke coils serve as a stable element after the
nected to a connection point of a resistor Rs having one ter
ignition of discharge lamps, while the trigger circuit becomes minal
connected to the filament F and a neon tube lamp Ne
inoperative.
having one terminal connected to the filament F of discharge
Referring now to FIGS. 4-A, 4-B and 4-C, there are illus 70 lamp
through resistors R4 and R. R. is a resistor one ter
trated further embodiments of this invention. There are minalFL
of which is connected to a connection point between the
shown:
resistors R and R and the other terminal of which is con
An electric circuit for igniting a discharge lamp which com
nected to the filament F.
prises an electric circuit for preheating filaments including a
The electric circuit having such electric connection
controlled rectifier element such as a thyristor adapted to turn 75 operates
as follows.
cally separated from the main circuit.
Thus, all of discharge lamps FL - FLs are simultaneously
ignited. In case one or more of plural discharge lamps fails to
be ignited, any of neon tube lamps connected to the discharge
lamp which remains not ignited is ignited at the subsequent
positive half cycle. Consequently, the thyristor Ds is turned on
by the circuit operation as set forth in the foregoing, and said
discharge lamp is ignited with high-voltage pulse oscillating
voltage.
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If the power source E is closed, preheating current flows to
in parallel to said electric circuit of one lamp type as
the filaments F and F of discharge lamp FL through the nected
shown
4-A. Diodes D. and D" are connected to
diode D only when the controlled rectifier element Ds is preventintheFIG.
gate circuits of neon tube lamps Ne, Ne' from
turned on. When the positive half cycle of power source volt being interacted
with each other.
age is applied to said controlled rectifier element Ds and the
The operation is as follows.
voltage thereof is raised to the voltage at which the neon tube
to said electric circuit of one lamp type, the preheat
lamp Ne starts discharging, discharge current flows to said ingLikely
current
flows to the filaments F, F, and F, F," of the
neon tube lamp Ne, so that current flows to the gate of rectifi respective discharge
lamps FL and FL' through the controlled
er element to turn on said rectifier element Ds. The neon tube
rectifier element Ds which is turned on by neon tube lamps Ne
lamp Ne used in this circuit is of the type which discharges at 10 and
discharging at substantially the peak of positive half
substantially the peak of positive half cycle, and therefore the cycle,Ne'thereby
said filaments. With the charging
controlled rectifier element Ds is turned on at substantially the current rapidlypreheating
flowing to the capacitor Cs, an oscillating
peak of positive half cycle.
is produced at the primary coil which is propor
Now the explanation will be made on the case where the pulse voltage
to a diferential value of charging current. Said pulse
filaments F and F of discharge lamp FL are sufficiently pre 15 tional
voltage is inverted to the secondary coil and raised to excite a
heated with current determined by the choke coil CH, diode high-voltage
oscillating pulse of high frequency. Said high
D and controlled rectifier element Ds. The capacitor C is
oscillating pulse is impressed on the discharge lamps
charged negatively at the negative half cycle through the voltage
FL' through the capacitors C and C.", thereby ignit
diode D, and said negative voltage is retained until the con FL anddischarge
lamps.
trolled rectifier element Ds is turned on at substantially the 20 ingInthe
the
above
embodiment,
the discharge lamps FL and FL'
peak of positive half cycle. This is shown in FIG. 4 - C.a.
of 6, 10, 15, 20, 30 or 32W are connected to the 100V power
When the controlled rectifier element Ds is turned on, the
capacitor Cs is rapidly charged to the substantially the peak source, and the more than 40W discharge lamps FL and FL'
of positive half cycle through the diode D, so that the ex 25 are connected to the 200V power source. In order to connect
tremely large amplitude of discharging current flows to the more than 40W discharge lamps to the 100V power source, a
transformer is connected to each of discharge lamps
primary side T of transformer T, thus the electromotive leakage
and FL', so that said discharge lamps can be ignited.
force generates as shown in FIG. 4 - C,b. This produces a FLThe
two-lamp type of electric circuit is exemplified, and
high-voltage oscillating pulse at the secondary side T of
transformer T. Said high-voltage oscillating pulse has a phase needless to say, the number of discharge lamps may be in
which is inverted by 180 at a phase angle with respect to that 0 creased according to application, with increase in the number
of the high-voltage oscillating pulse generated at the primary of additional circuits connected thereto.
As set forth in the foregoing, the electric circuit of this em
side T thereof. Said high-voltage oscillating pulse voltage as
seen in FIG. 4-C,c is impressed on filaments F and F of bodiment is so adapted that the filaments of discharge lamp is
preheated through a controlled rectifier element such as a
fluorescent lamp FL through the capacitor C. The negative 35 thyristor,
and a negative oscillating pulse is impressed on said
high-voltage pulse is impressed between filaments F and F.
synchronously at substantially the peak of positive half cycle filaments at substantially the peak of positive half cycle of the
AC power source by the circuit consisting of the capacitor and
of the power source voltage. The filaments F and F are cut transformer
connected in common to said controlled rectifier
off in relation to pulse of the positive direction at the positive
half cycle, but not cut off in relation to the negative pulse of 40 element and providing a high voltage pulse, thereby igniting
the negative direction, hence the negative pulse is impressed the discharge lamps. Hence, the electric circuit has such ad
vantages that ignition of any type of discharge lamp, either a
on filaments F and F to excite a local discharge. Since the
filaments F and F are already preheated to a certain normal discharge lamp or a rapid-starting type of discharge
degree, the local discharge is accelrated to cause these fila lamp, can be positively and rapidly effected; and, that if plural
ments to normally discharge, thereby igniting the discharge 45 discharge lamps are connected to said circuit, the respective
lamp. Reference Ds is a diode for separating the preheating discharge lamps can be exactly ignited independently of other
lamps, since these lamps are connected in parallel.
circuit from the high-voltage generating circuit.
Referring now to FIGS. 5 - A, 5-B, 5- C, 5- D, 5- E, 5 - F,
When the discharge lamp FL is ignited, the voltage at both
terminals of said discharge lamp FL drops to the discharge 5 - G and 5 - H, there are illustrated further embodiments of
retaining voltage, so that the neon tube lamp Ne stops 50 the present invention. These embodiments are:
a discharge lamp igniting circuit which is characterized in
discharging, and therefore, the controlled rectifier element Ds
is left as it is turned off. Accordingly, the operation of the pre that a discharge lamp and a secondary coil of a transformer is
heating circuit and high-voltage generating circuit are caused connected in parallel to AC power source through the medi
to stop. Thus, the trigger circuit shown with the one-dotted um of a ballast choke coil, a circuit in which a primary coil of
line in FIG. 4-A becomes independent of the electric circuit 55 said transformer, a capacitor and a resistor are connected in
including a discharge lamp.
series, is connected in parallel to AC power source, a switch
which operates at substantially the peak of both positive and
The electric circuit as shown in FIG, 4-A is used either to ig
nite a discharge lamp FL of 6W, 15W, 20W, 30W or 32W with negative half cycles of a power source voltage is connected in
respect to the 100V power source, or to ignite a discharge relation to a circuit including said primary coil of the trans
lamp of more than 40W in relation to the 200V power source. 60 former, said capacitor and said resistor, said secondary coil
In the meantime, in order to ignite a more than 40W discharge
producing a high voltage pulse, utilizing transient phenomena
lamp using the 100W power source, a leakage transformer is caused by charge and discharge of said capacitor which are
connected in parallel to the power source, so that the caused by the operation of said switch, whereupon the thus
discharge lamp can be ignited in the same way as set forth in produced high voltage pulse operates as a power source to
the foregoing example.
65 produce a counter electromotive force on the ballast choke
FIG. 4-B shows an electric circuit for igniting a plurality of coil and then said high voltage pulse, counter electromotive
discharge lamp. In this example, two discharge lamps are con force and power source voltage are applied to the discharge
nected. Said electric circuit of FIG. 4-B comprises an addi lamp: and
tional electric circuit including a discharge lamp FL', a ballast
A discharge lamp igniting circuit which is characterized in
choke coil CH', a capacitor for noise regulation Cal', a capaci 70 that a discharge lamp and a secondary coil of a transformer
tor C" connected between a filament F of discharge lamp are connected in parallel to AC power source through the
FL" and secondary side T of transformer T, a diode Dis' con medium of a ballast choke coil, a circuit in which a primary
nected between a filament F" of discharge lamp FL' and the coil of said transformer, a capacitor and a diode for making
anode of controlled rectifier circuit Ds, resistors Ra' - R'
approximately twice a charging or discharging current of said

and a neon tube lamp Ne', said another circuit being con- 75 capacitor and applying it every cycle of AC voltage are con
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nected is connected in parallel to AC power source, a switch
which operates at substantially the peak of either positive or
negative half cycle of power source voltage is connected in
relation to a circuit including said primary coil of the trans
former, capacitor and diode, said secondary coil producing a
high voltage pulse, utilizing transient phenomena caused every
cycle by charge and discharge of said condenser which are
caused by the operation of said switch whereupon the thus
produced high voltage pulse operates as a power source to
produce a counter electromotive force on the ballast choke
coil and then said high voltage pulse, counter electromotive
force and power source voltage are applied to the discharge
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rapidly and an extremely large current (the current b) flows

through the capacitor C. Since the current flows through the

inductance of the primary coil Ts of the transformer, counter
electromotive force is generated on said primary coil Ts in
pulses. The counter electromotive force generated on the pri

mary coil Ts is boosted and induced. The subsequent opera
sequently, such induced high voltage pulses and the peak of
AC waveform shown in the curve c is applied to the discharge
tion is the same as that of the circuit of FIG. 5 - A. Con

O

lamp FL. In this case, the closed loop as seen toward left from
the ends of the secondary coil T is formed of the ballast

choke coil CH, the switch S, and the resistor R. This embodi
lamp.
ment is concerned with the case the switch S is closed at sub
In FIG. 5 - A, character E is a power source, T is a trans
stantially the peak of the positive half cycle in the AC
former, the primary coil Ts of which is connected in parallel 15 waveform. Yet, even when the switch S is closed at substan

to the power source E through the medium of a capacitor C tially the peak of the negative half cycle, high voltage pulse is
and a resistor R, and the secondary coil Ts of which is con generated.
nected in parallel to the power source E through the medium
In the circuit of FIG.5-E, the diode D is connected in place
of a ballast choking coil CH. Reference character FL is a 20 of the resistor R in the circuit of FIG. 5 - A. The anode side of
discharge lamp, such as a fluorescent lamp of which the fila the diode D and the cathode side thereof are connected to the
ments are connected at their ends to the secondary coil Ts of power source E and to the primary coil Ts of the transformer
the transformer T. S is a switch connected in parallel to said
T, respectively. The operation will be explained hereinbelow
resistor R and adapted to be closed at substantially the peak of with reference to FIG. 5- G. If the voltage of the negative half
both positive and negative half cycles in AC wave form. The 25 cycle of AC waveform from the power source E is applied to
filament (not shown) of said discharge lamp FL is connected the circuit, the capacitor C is charged positively on the side of
to a filament heating transformer. With reference to FIG. 5
the primary coil Ts of the transformer T and negatively on the
C, explanation will be made on a transient phenomena caused
side of the ballast choke coil CH through the diode D. The
by the charge of the circuit which includes the capacitor C, capacitor C does not start to discharge, even when the charge
the primary coil T of the transformer T, the resistor R and 30 has been completed and the time for discharge has come. This
the switch S synchronizing with substantially the peak of is so because the switch is kept open and the diode D is con
either positive or negative half cycle in AC waveform. The
nected inversely. Then, when the voltage of the positive half
charging voltage of the capacitor varies, as shown in the curve
cycle is applied and the switch S is closed at the time period t
a, depending on a time constant of the resistor R. If the switch of substantially the peak in the curve a, the charging current of
S is closed at the time period t of substantially the peak of the 35 the capacitor C which has been charged as shown in the curve
positive half cycle in AC waveform, the resistor R is short-cir b and the charging current to be charged negatively on the
cuited by the switch S. Accordingly, the capacitor C is soon side of the ballast choke coil CH flow through the inductance
charged rapidly as shown in the curve a, hence the electric of the primary coil Ts of the transformer T, resulting in
charge of the capacitor C shifts rapidly and an extermely large counter electromotive force being generated on the primary
current curve b flows through the capacitor C. Since the cur 40 coil Ts in pulses. Comparing this circuit with the above
rent flows through the inductance of the primary coil Ts of described circuit of FIG. 5 - A, in the latter circuit, on closing
the transformer T, counter electromotive force is generated
the switch S either charging or discharging current from the
on the primary coil Ts in pulses. The counter electromotive capacitor C flows through the primary coil Ts during positive
force generated on the primary coil Ts is boosted and induced
or negative half cycle of AC waveform, whereas in the circuit
thereby to be of high voltage pulse, which is applied to the 45 of FIG. 5 - G, both charging and discharging currents flow
discharge lamp FL. The high voltage pulse generated on the
simultaneously. Accordingly, the high voltage pulse boosted
secondary coil Ts is applied to the closed loop looking toward and induced on the secondary coil Ts is twice or thrice as high
left from the ends of the secondary coil Ts and consisting of as that of FIG. 5 - A. This high voltage pulse is added to the
the ballast choke coil, the capacitor C, the primary coil Tsi, 50 AC waveform as shown in the curve c and then applied to the
the resistor R or the switch S, and as a result, a transient cur
discharge lamp FL. This embodiment is carried out by con
rent flows, so that counter electromotive force is generated by
necting the anode side of the diode D to the side of the power
the inductance of the ballast choke coil CH, and then applied source E. The same result is also obtained by connecting the
to the discharge lamp FL. Thus, the high voltage pulse is cathode side to the side of the power source E and by desig
generated on the secondary coil Ts of the transformer and on 55 ning so that the switch S is closed at substantially the peak of
the ballast choke coil CH, and the thus generated high voltage
the negative half cycle.
pulses are added to AC waveform to produce the voltage as
Referring to the circiit of FIG. 5 - F, the capacitor Co. and
shown in the curve c, which is then applied to the discharge
the diode Ds which are connected in series are connected in
lamp FL thereby to facilitate the ignition. The above explana parallel to the power source E and furthermore the switch S
tion was made for the case the switch S is closed at substan 60 and the primary coil Ts of the transformer T are connected in
tially the peak value of the positive half cycle. Yet, in case the parallel to said diode Ds through the medium of the diode Ds
switch S is closed at substantially the peak of the negative half and the capacitor C, respectively. In the circuit, on the other
cycle or in case the positions of the capacitor C and the switch hand, the secondary coil Ts of the transformer T is connected
S are interchanged, also, high voltage pulse is generated.
in parallel to the power source E through the medium of the
Referring now to FIG. S - B, the switch S is, in the above 65 ballast choke coil CH. The explanation of the operation will
mentioned circuit of the transformer T through the medium of be made with reference to FIG. 5-H. When the voltage of the
the capacitor C connected in parallel with the primary coil positive half cycle of the AC waveform from the power source
T. With reference to FIG. 5 - D, the explanation will be made
E is applied to the circuit, the capacitor Co is charged positive
on the circuit being charged to the condenser C by the time
ly
on the side of said diode Ds through the diode Ds. When
constant of the resistor R. If the switch S is closed at the time 70 the voltage of the negative half cycle is then applied, the elec
period t of substantially the peak of the positive half cycle in tric charge which has been charged to the capacitor Co and the
AC waveform, the electric charge which has been charged to
AC voltage are simultaneously charged to the capacitor C, so
the capacitor C begins to be discharged rapidly as shown in that the voltage up to about twice the voltage charged to the
the curve a, through the primary coil Ts of the transformer T. capacitor Co is charged by the time period t. When the switch
Accordingly, the electric charge of the capacitor C shifts very 75 S is closed at the time period t, the discharging current of the
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capacitor C flows through the inductance of the primary coil
Ti of the transformer T as shown in the curve b, so that

counter electromotive force generated on said primary coil
T is brought to have high voltage pulse about twice the one
in the circuit of FIG. 5 - B. Then high voltage pulse as same as

that of the circuit of FIG.5 - F is obtained even if said diodes
Ds and Ds are designed to be connected inversely and the
switch
S closed at substantially the peak of the positive half cy
cle.
It is to be noted that, according to this embodiment, charge
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switch S, so that the transient current flows therethrough and
the counter electromotive force is generated by the in
ductance of the ballast choking coil CH and is further applied
to the discharge lamp FL. Then, the high voltage pulse is
generated on the secondary coil Ts of the transformer T and
10 the ballast choke coil CH, and superposed to AC waveform to
be applied to the discharge lamp FL, facilitating ignition of
lamps. The above description is concerned to the case where
the switch is closed at substantially the peak of the positive
half cycle, but if the switch is closed at substantially the peak
15 of the negative half cycle, the high voltage pulse is generated

and discharge is controlled by a switch which operates at sub
stantially the peaks of both positive and negative half cycles in
AC waveform of a power source voltage, high voltage pulse is
induced by applying a charging or discharging current to a
transformer and the thus induced voltage of a secondary coil
of the transformer is further boosted by counter electromotive
force caused by the inductance of a ballast choking coil, that
the voltage adding high voltage pulse to a power source volt
age is applied to a discharge lamp thereby to enable the igni 20

tion of said discharge lamp to be effected with certainty and

the closed loop as seen toward the left from the ends of the
secondary coil To consisting of the ballast choke coil CH, the
capacitor C, the primary coil Ts and the resistor R or the

with
the positions of the capacitor C and the switch S
exchanged.
As illustrated in the theoretical circuit of FIG. 6-B, the

switch S in the above-mentioned circuit of FIG. 6-A is now

connected in parallel to the primary coil Ts of the transformer

the medium of the capacitor C. Describing the circuit
rapidity. Moreover, it is to be noted that a diode is connected through
in
which
the capacitor C is being charged by the time constant
in the circuit and charge and discharge of a capacitor are car of the resistor
when the switch S is closed at substantially
ried out every cycle so that the charging and discharging cur the peak of theR,positive
half cycle, the electric charge of the
rents which flow through the transformer becomes further 25 capacitor C which has been
charged begins to be discharged
larger, thereby enabling not only the ignition of the discharge rapidly through the primary coil
Ts of the transformer T and
lamp
to
be
more
certain
but
also
the
intended
objects
to
be
the electric charge of the capacitor C transfers immediately,
achieved as well.
so that extremely large current flows through the capacitor C.
Referring to FIGS. 6-A, 6-B, 6-C, 6-D, 6-E and 6-F, there Since
this current flows through the inductance of the primary
are shown further embodiments, the essential feature of which 30 coil
Ts
of the transformer T, the counter electromotive force
consists in a discharge lamp igniting electric circuit wherein
on the primary coil Ts is boosted and induced by
said electric circuit comprises a discharge lamp and a trans generated
the secondary coil T. The succeeding operation is the same
former connected in parallel to an AC power source through a as
in the circuit of FIG. 6-A, and the high voltage pulse is su
ballast choke coil, primary coil of said transformer, a capaci perposed
on the peak of the AC waveform and applied to the
tor, a resistor or diode, and a switch adapted to synchronize 35 discharge
FL. At this time, the closed loop, as seen
with substantially the peak of AC, which comprises tertiary toward thelamp
left
from
the ends of the secondary coil T, con
and biquadratic coils of said transformer for preheating fila sists of the ballast choke
coil CH, the switch S and the resistor
ments of discharge lamp which are combined into a unitary i R. The embodiment described
above is concerned to the case
coil; a secondary coil producing a high-voltage pulse, utilizing the switch is closed at substantially
peak of the positive
a transient phenomena caused by charging and discharging of 40 half cycle in AC waveform, but in thethe
case the switch is closed
a capacitor, whereupon the thus produced high-voltage pulse at
substantially the peak of the negative half cycle, the high
produces a counter electromotive force at the ballast-choke voltage
pulse is also generated.
coil; and said tertiary and biquadratic coil producing a pulse
Referring
to the circuit of FIG. 6-C, the which the tertiary
voltage proportional to that of the primary coil.
and
biquadratic
coils for filament heating are combined into a
45
In FIG. 6-A showing a theoretical circuit, E is a power unitary form on the
transformer T as shown in FIG. 6-A.
source, T is a transformer, the primary coil Ts of which is con
the transient phenomena caused by the charging
nected in parallel to the power source E through the medium to Describing
the capacitor C, when the power source E is put on and the
of a capacitor C and a resistor R, and the secondary coil Ts of switch
is closed at substantially the peak value of either posi
which is also connected in parallel to the power source E tive orSnegative
half cycle, the alternating current on which
through a ballast choke coil CH, FL is a discharge lamp, such 50 the
high
voltage
pulse
superposed is applied to the discharge
as fluorescent lamp, which has filaments connected at one ter lamp FL. At this time,is the
voltage applied to the secondary
minal to the secondary coil Ts of the transformer T, and S is a
Ts of the transformer T is the value which is obtained by
switch which is connected in parallel to said resistor R, and coil
the impedance drop of the ballast choke coil CH from the
closed at substantially the peak of either positive or negative 55 power
source voltage, and generally, when the impedance of
half cycle in AC waveform. The filaments of the said discharge
ballast choke coil CH is relatively low, most voltage is ap
lamp FL are connected to the heating transformer T con the
to the secondary coil T. Accordingly the transformer T
nected in parallel to the power source E. Describing the isplied
excited
by the secondary coil T, so that the voltage directly
transient phenomena caused by the charging to this circuit, proportional
to the voltage applied to the secondary coil Ts
the capacitor is charged with the voltage determined by the 60 which
is
a
primary
coil for the tertiary and biquadratic coils is
time constant of the resistor R. The discharge lamp FL is to be induced on the tertiary
Ts and the biquadratic coil T,
preheated by the filament heating transformer T. If the switch and heats the filament ofcoil
the discharge lamp. After the power
S is now closed at substantially the peak of the positive half source
is closed, when the filament is heated and electrons
cycle in AC waveform, the resistor R is short-circuited by the requiredEfor
the discharge of the discharge lamp FL is emitted
switch, and therefore the capacitor is rapidly inversely 65
the cathode, as described above, the voltage on which
charged, resulting in the immediate transfer of the electric from
the high voltage pulse is superposed is applied to the discharge
charge of the capacitor C and extremely large flow of the cur lamp
FL, so that the normal discharge immediately begins. At
rent through the capacitor. Since the current flows through the same
time, in the alternating current induced on the tertia
the inductance of the primary coil Ts of the transformer T, iry and biquadratic
Tea and Tea, the pulse voltage propor
counter electromotive force by this current is generated in a 70 tional to the pulse coils
voltage
the primary coil T is induced,
pulse form on the primary coil T6. The counter electromotive by which so called end-arc isofgenerated
at the electrode of the
force generated on the primary coil Ts is boosted and induced filament, facilitating ignition of the discharge
lamp further
by the secondary coil Ts which becomes of high voltage pulse
Oc.
and applied to the discharge lamp FL. At this time, the high
the other hand once the discharge lamp FL is ignited,
voltage pulse generated on the secondary coil Tea is applied to 75 theOnvoltage
at the tube end of the discharge lamp FL is
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reduced to the discharge maintaining voltage and the current
to excite the secondary coil T does not flow, so that on the
tertiary and biquadratic coils T3 and Te the voltage is hardly
induced. Accordingly the filament is not yet heated. Thus, the
transformer T generates the high voltage pulse until the lamp
is ignited. The tertiary and biquadratic coils are used as the
power source for heating the filaments, but after the discharge
lamp has been ignited, the power required for the preheating
is automatically reduced, and therefore the high voltage pulse
is not generated, resulting in the longer span of the discharge
lamp than the one of constant heating system. The switch is
opened properly after the ignition of the discharge lamp. The
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made to flow through the transformer to induce the high volt
age pulse and tertiary and biquadratic coils for heating the
filaments of the discharge lamp are integrally formed in the
transformer of a circuit in which the induced voltage of the

secondary coil of the transformer is boosted by counter elec
tromotive force caused by the inductance of a ballast choke

coil, so that the pulse voltage proportional to the primary coil
is generated on said tertiary and biquadratic coils and super
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posed on the heating power source thereby to produce end
arc on the filament electrodes of the discharge lamp, thus

facilitating the ignition and reducing the electric power
needed for preheating after the discharge lamp is once ignited.
Accordingly, the life of the present discharge lamp is re
phenomena caused by the charge of the capacitor, while the 15 markably improved as compared with that of the conventional
same operation can be expected by the transient phenomena one employing a continually heating unit.
caused by the discharge in the circuit of FIG. 6-B.
Referring now to FIG. 7, there is shown a further embodi
Referring to FIG. 6-D where the resistor in FIG. 6-C is ment, which is a circuit for sequentially igniting a plurality of
replaced by the diode D, when the voltage of the negative half fluorescent lamps which comprises a plurality of stages each
cycle in AC waveform from the power source E is applied to 20 comprising a lamp circuit including a ballast choke coil having
the circuit, the capacitor is charged positively on the side of a secondary coil, a capacitor, a thyristor and a neon tube, said
the primary coil Ts of the transformer T and negatively on the
ballast choke coil and capacitor producing a high voltage
side of the ballast choke coil CH through the medium of the
pulse at substantially the peak of positive half cycle of power
diode D. After the charging has been completed and the time source voltage in cooperation with said thyristor and neon
for discharge has come, the switch remains opened and the 25 tube thereby to ignite the fluorescent lamp, and connected to
diode is connected inversely so that the capacitor does not
one another, a transistor connected to said lamp circuit and
begin to discharge. If a positive half cycle is then applied and
adapted to render said lamp circuit inoperative when said
the switch S is closed at substantially the peak value, the elec
transistor is rendered conductive, and a control circuit for
tric charge of the capacitor which has been charged is inverse
controlling said transistor to be rendered conductive or non
ly rapidly charged so that the electric charge of the capacitor 30 conductive
which is connected to said transistor and includes
C is rapidly transferred thereby to flow the large current.
a transistor circuit having two transistors and a time constant
Since the current flows through the inductance of the primary circuit, the control circuits of said stages being connected so
coil T of the transformer T, the counter electromotive force
as to ignite fluorescent lamps sequentially and extinguish them
is generated on the primary coil Ts in pulse. The high voltage
all at once after being ignited.
pulse is superposed onto the AC waveform and is applied to 35 In FIG. 7, CH, CH, and CH designate ballast choke coils
the discharge lamp FL. As in the circuit of FIG. 6-C, on the
each having a primary coil L and a secondary coil L, one
tertiary and biquadratic coils Tsa and Ts of the transformer T terminal of which is connected to one electrode of AC power
is induced the voltage proportional to the voltage applied to supply E. The other terminals of said primary coils L are
the secondary coil T, which heats the filament of the connected to filaments of fluorescent lamps FL, FL and
discharge lamp FL. At the same time, on the alternating cur 40 FL, respectively, and also connected to resistors R, R and
rent induced on the tertiary and biquadratic coils Tss and Ts, Ra, respectively. While the other terminals of said secondary
the pulse voltage proportional to the pulse voltage of primary coils are connected to the anode sides of thyristors DS, DS
coil Ts is induced, resulting in the end-arc at the electrode of and DSs through capacitors C1, Cand Ca. To said thyristors
the filament. When the direction of the diode of the above
DS - DSs are connected diodes D, D, and D73 in parallel.
mentioned embodiment is inversed and the switch S is closed 45 To gates of said thyristors are connected cathode sides of
at substantially the peak value of the negative half cycle, the diodes D, Drs, And Die, respectively and are also connected
above-mentioned embodiment is concerned to the transient

same result is obtained. In case there is utilized the transient

phenomena caused by the discharge effected by connecting

resistors R R5 and Rs as well as neon tubes NE, NE and
NEi which are connected to the other sides of said resistors

the diode in the fundamental circuit of FIG. 6-B, the same 50 R, R and Ra, respectively. Each cathode side of said
operation is perceived.
thyristors DS - DS, the respective other side of said re
Referring to the circuit of FIG. 6-E, a transformer T and a sistors R to Re and the respective other terminal of
discharge lamp FL' are connected to the power source E
fluorescent lamps FL - FLs are connected to the other elec
through the medium of a ballast choke coil CH' and the trode of the power supply E via a triac DT. Filaments (not
capacitor is also connected to a primary coil Te' of the trans shown) of said fluorescent lamps FL - FLs are connected to
former T". In this second stage circuit both the resistor R and 55 the power supply via a transformer so that these filaments can
the switch S are not connected and they are common to the
be preheated. These elements are composed of a trigger cir
first stage. This operation is the same as the circuit of FIG. 6 cuit; in short, said trigger circuit comprises the secondary coil
C. The embodiment is concerned to the one having two stages
Li of the ballast choke coil CH, capacitor C, diodes D,
but in the one having several stages also the same result can be 60 and D4, thyristor DS, resistors R and R and neon tube
obtained. Occasionally, the above-mentioned unitary unit is NE. The circuits of second and third stages have the similar
employed in combination.
construction.
In FIG. 6-F, to the leakage auto-transformer type discharge
Controlling circuits for controlling said lamp circuit are pro
lamp igniting circuit is connected a transformer Tin which the
vided,
E' designates a B side of DC power supply, which is
tertiary and biquadratic coils Tss and Ts are integrally 65 connected
to resistors R, R78, R9, Rio, Ra and R and a
formed. In this case also, the pulse voltage proportional to the capacitor C. To one side of each resistor R, R and Rai are
primary coil Ts is superposed on the AC heating voltage in
connected collectors of NPN type transistors Tr, Tri and
the tertiary and biquadratic coils T3 and T4 and accordingly
Tra and resistors Rs, R. and Rs. To one end of each resistor
the end-arc is generated at the electrode of the filaments of
Re, Ro and R are connected collectors of NPN type
the discharge lamp FL.
70 transistors Tr, Tris and emitter of PNP type transistor Tris,
As described above, in this embodiment, charge or
capacitors Cs, C6, C7 and resistors Rss, Ra, Rb8. The other
discharge of a capacitor is controlled by a switch which
ends said resistors Rs - Res are connected to bases of
operates at substantially the peak value of both positive and transistors
Tris to Tre, resistors R89, Ro and the other end of
negative half cycles in AC waveform of the power source volt
said capacitor C. One end of each resistor Rs - R is con

age, the charging or discharging current of the capacitor is 75 nected to bases of transistors Tr, Tria, Tr. To the other end
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of said resistor Rs1 is connected resistor R91 to which resistor

18
through resistors Re and Rs to render said transistors conduc

R is connected in series. Emitters of transistors TR to Tris,
and collector of Tre, resistors Rs.9, Roo, R. and capacitors Cs
to C are grounded.

tive and, accordingly the capacitor Castarts discharging.
The transistor Tre is of PNP type, and therefore is left non
conductive upon closing the DC power supply E", hence,
capacitor C is charged through the resistor Rs. When the
charged voltage is raised to exceed the voltage predetermined
by the time constant of the resistor R and the capacitor C,
the current flows to the base of transistor Tri to render said
transistor conductive. With the transistor Tri becoming con

The base of transistor Tris connected to the base of NPN

type transistor Tri, the collector of which is connected to the
gate of triac DT and the emitter of which is connected to one

terminal of said triac. The gate of said triac DT is connected to
the line B of DC power supply E' via a resistor 93

The base of transistor Tris is connected to the base of NPN 10 ductive, the current does not flow to the bases of transistors
Tra and Tri, to render said transistors Tr and Tri noncon

type transistor Tris, the collector of which is connected to a
junction point of the neon tube Nez and the resistor Rs, and
the emitter of which is connected to one end of said triac DT.
A junction point of resistors Roi and R2 is connected to the
base of the NPN type transistor Tris, the collector of which is
connected to a junction point of the neon tube NE and the
resistor R, and the emitter of which is connected to one end

15

ductive. Consequently, the current flows to the gate of triac
DT through the resistor Rs to turn on said triac thereby
rendering the lamp circuit conductive. By the reason given in
the foregoing, the fluorescent lamp FL is instantly ignited at
the positive half cycle and at the same time the trigger circuit

is electrically cut off from the main circuit.
When the transistor Tri becomes nonconductive, the
The thus connected electric circuit operates as follows. capacitor
Cs is charged through the resistor Rs. When the
Referring to the first stage of lamp circuit, said circuit is kept 20 charged
voltage
raised to the voltage determined by the time
under the condition that the filaments of fluorescent lamp constant of the isresistor
and capacitor, the transistor Tris is
FL are preheated and the triac DT is turned on. When a volt rendered conductive. When
the transistor Tri becomes con
age of a negative half cycle from the power supply E is ap ductive,
the
transistors
Tris
and
become nonconductive,
plied, the capacitor C is charged positively on the side near 25 so that the thyristor DS is turnedTris
on
at substantially the peak
to the thyristor and negatively on the side near to the seconda of the positive half cycle, thereby igniting
the fluorescent lamp
ry coil L of ballast choke coil. With the voltage of the nega FL.
tive half cycle the neon tube NE discharges and is ignited, so
operation is repeated in the succeeding circuits;
that the thyristor remains turned on because an inverse volt thatTheis,same
when capacitor Cs is charged as a result of the
age is applied to the gate thereof.
30 transistor Tris becoming nonconductive and the charged volt
When the voltage of the positive half cycle is applied and age
is raised to reach a certain value predetermined by a time
said voltage is boosted to the voltage at which the neontube
of said triac DT.

constant, the transistor Tris is rendered conductive. Ac
NE starts discharging, the discharging current flows to said cordingly,
the transistor Tre becomes nonconductive and the
neon tube NE and the current flows to the gate of thyristor
lamp FLs is ignited, whereby the ignition of all
DS to turn on said thyristor. Accordingly, the thyristor DS 35 fluorescent
lamps is completed.
is turned on at substantially the peak of the positive half cycle,
On the other hand, the capacitor C is charged through the
and the appropriate oscillation voltage is generated at both medium
the resistor Rs and when the charged voltage
terminals of the secondary coil L. by means of the secondary reaches aofcertain
value, the transistor Tre becomes conduc
coil L of ballast choke CH, capacitor C, and the resistance tive. When the transistor
Tris becomes conductive, the
proportion of said secondary coil L. The pulse oscillating 40 transistor Tri is rendered nonconductive
and the transistors
voltage is further boosted by means of the primary coil Li of Tr
and
Tri
are
rendered
conductive.
Then,
a result of the
the ballast choke coil CH to become a high voltage pulse. transistor Tri becoming conductive, currentasflowing
to the
Said high voltage pulse is impressed on the fluorescent lamp
of the triac DT is cut off to turn off said triac so that the
FL to excite a local discharge, leading to a normal discharge. gate
circuit is interrupted and the fluorescent lamps FL While the high voltage pulse must be synchronized with the 45 lamp
FL's
extinguished
all at once. As a result of the transistor Tra
power supply by which the normal discharge is kept on, the becoming conductive,
the capacitor Cs begins to discharge to
electric circuit of this embodiment utilized the neon tube NE1
prepare for next cycle. The above-mentioned operation is
with a comparatively high discharge starting voltage to trigger further
that is, as a result of the transistor Tr
the thyristor DS. When the fluorescent lamp FL starts the 50 becomingrepeated,
conductive,
the transistor Tri is rendered noncon
normal discharge, the voltage at both terminals of fluorescent ductive and the transistors
Tris and Tris conductive. Sub
lamp FL drops below the discharge, starting voltage so that sequently,
the
circuit
between
gate of the thyristor Ds,
discharge of the neon tube NE does not take place at the and the cathode is turned off, asthe
a
result
of the transistor Tris
subsequent positive half cycle. Accordingly the current does becoming conductive.
not flow to the gate of thyristor DS, hence said thyristor
Furthermore, as a result of the transistor Tris becoming
remains turned off. Thus with the high voltage pulse produced 55 conductive,
Tra is rendered nonconductive and
on the primary coil of ballast choke coil CH1, the fluorescent the transistortheTretransistor
conductive.
Accordingly, a circuit between
lamp FL is triggered to ignition and thereafter, this trigger the gate of the thyristor Dsa and
the cathode is turned off. At
circuit is automatically separated from the lamp circuit.
the same time, the transistor Tra is rendered nonconductive.
In the same manner the lamp circuits at the second and 60
the one cyclical operation of the controlling circuit is
third stages are operated to ignite fluorescent lamps FL and Thus,
completed.
FL-73,
Thus, the capacitor C begins to be charged and the
Referring to the operation throughout the circuit, when the prescribed
operation is repeated. The lag in ignition of time
AC power supply E and DC power supply E' are closed, the from fluorescent
FL to FL and FL to FLs is deter
current flows through resistors R and Rs to the base of 65 mined by the timelamp
constant of the resistor Rs to the capacitor
transistor Tr to render and transistor conductive.
Crs and the resistor Reo to the capacitor C8 respectively. The
Accordingly, the current does not flow to the gate of triac time
all lamps are to be ignited is determined by the resistor
DT to remain said triac turned off. At the same time the cur
Rss and the capacitor C4 and the time all lamps to be extin
rent flows to the base of transistor Tra to render said
is by the resistor R and the capacitor C.
transistor conductive, so that the capacitor Cs starts discharg 70 guished
In
the
above embodiment, three fluorescent lamps are in
ing. Likely, transistor Tris and Trg become conductive with stalled, though
of course the fluorescent lamps can be in
current flowing to the bases thereof through respective re creased
by
increasing
the lamp circuits and the control circuit
sistors Rio, Rs and Rai, Rg1, so that thyristors DS2 and DS13 if desired.
are not triggered. That is to say, left as they all the lamps are in
According to this embodiment, as set forth, a lamp circuit
the turn-off state. Current flows to the base of transistor Tris 75 adapted to ignite a fluorescent lamp at substantially the peak
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of the positive half cycle and trigger ignition is made possible
by the extremely slight external AC or a pulse signal. Ac
cordingly, excellent adaptation and stable operation can be

20

1. A circuit for rapidly and certainly igniting a discharge
lamp, comprising in combination: a power source having a
fluctuating output voltage amplitude, means energizable from
secured and the circuit also can be realized in a small size. It
said
source for preliminarily heating the electrodes of said
5
also enables the fluorescent lamps to be ignited sequentially discharge
lamp, a capacitor, switching means actuable for
by the control circuit and after all lamps have been ignited, to rapidly changing the charge condition of said capacitor and in
be extinguished all at once, which is absolutely suitable for ad cluding a switch, means for connecting said capacitor to said
vertisements. And because noncontact circuits are employed, Switching means, actuating means connected to said power
mechanical troubles are completely eliminated, so that stable
source and switching means responsive to the phase of said
O power source for actuating said switching means at substan
operation and longer durability can be secured.
Referring now to FIG. 8, there is shown a further embodi tially the peak value of said output voltage of said power
ment, which is an electric circuit for flashing an AC load source, inductor means for producing a high voltage pulse in
which comprises a rectifier circuit connected to an AC power response to said change of said charge condition of said
source through an AC load; a time constant circuit including a capacitor,
means for connecting said inductor means to said
resistor and capacitor; an SCR adapted to be turned on with 15 capacitor and
said switching means, and means applying said
current flowing to a gate thereof when the charging voltage of high voltage pulse
to said discharge lamp at said electrodes.
capacitor of said time constant circuit is raised to exceed the
2. An ignition starting circuit for a discharge lamp, compris
Zener voltage of Zener diode thereby to cause the capacitor of
in combination: an A.C. power source, a transistor having
time constant circuit to discharge; a diode for maintaining a ing
a control electrode, an initial stage SCR having a gate, means
holding current of SCR for a predetermined period of time 20 connecting
gate of said initial SCR with said power source
thereby to energize the load; said time constant circuit, said for turning the
on said initial SCR during a positive half cycle of
SCR and said diode being connected to the rectifier circuit.
said source, means interconnecting the gate of said initial SCR
In this embodiment, the AC load such as a fluorescent lamp, and the control electrode of said transistor for rendering said
an incandescent lamp, a motor and a transformer is energized 25 transistor conductive upon conduction of said initial SCR, a
and deemergized repeatedly with the aid of any one of electric subsequent stage SCR having a gate, means connected to the
circuit as described with reference to FIGS. 1 to 6.
Reference E is an AC poser source, CR is a diode bridge
rectifier circuit for rectifying said AC power source, and L is
an AC load such as a fluorescent lamp, an incandescent lamp,

gate of said subsequent SCR for turning on said subsequent
SCR prior. to conduction of said initial SCR, and means con

necting said transistor to the gate of said subsequent SCR for
interrupting gate current thereof on conduction of said
transistor to prevent further conduction of said subsequent
between the AC power source and the rectifier circuit CR.
SCR, said initial stage SCR and said subsequent stage SCR
Reference Ds is a silicon controlled rectifier element con
having further electrodes and at said further electrodes being
nected in parallel to the rectifier circuit CR; Dz is a Zener connected
in parallel and with the same polarity across each
diode connected between a gate of said SCR, Ds and a resistor 35 of the discharge
lamp and A.C. power source, a ballast choke
R; and D is a diode connected to a resistor Roa and the posi coil and means connecting same in series with said source and
tive line of DC. The other terminal of said resistor Ra is con
lamp and to said subsequent SCR for applying a high-voltage
nected to a junction point of Zener diode DZ with the resistor counter electromotive force to said lamp in response to the
R. A resistor Ro has one terminal connected to the positive turn-off of said subsequent stage SCR so as to effect a
line of DC and the other terminal connected to the resistor 40 discharge
through said lamp, said subsequent SCR flowing
R, the resistor Rio one terminal of which is connected to current through said coil from said source when turned on.
the negative line and one terminal of capacitor C. The resistor
3. An electric circuit for producing a pulse for igniting a
R is connected between the gate of SCR, Ds and the nega fluorescent lamp, comprising in combination: an A.C. power
tive line of DC.
source, a ballast choke coil in circuit with said lamp and
Operation is as follows.
45
a thyristor and a neon tube lamp and means connect
If the AC power source E is closed, charging to the capaci source,
ing
said
neon tube lamp to the gate of said thyristor and to said
tor C starts through the resistor Rio. When the charging volt
A.C. source for enabling said thyristor for conduction substan
age thereof is raised to exceed the Zener voltage of Zener tially at a voltage peak of said A.C. supply, a further coil, a
diode DZ, the Zener current flows to the gate of SCR (Ds)
capacitor and means connecting said further coil and capaci
through the Zener diode to turn on said SCR, thereby energiz 50 tor
in series with said thyristor across said source for produc
ing the load L. At the same time when said SCR, Ds is turned ing a pulse in said further coil substantially at said peak in
on, the charging voltage of the capacitor C is discharged response to discharge of said capacitor through said thyristor
through the diode D while retaining the holding current of and source and further coil, and means inductively coupling
SCR (Ds). Hence, said SCR (Ds) is kept as it is turned on to
said further coil to said lamp for substantially simultaneously
continuously energize the load L.
55 applying a high voltage to said lamp to initiate discharge of
While, the gate current is cut off simultanenously when the said lamp, said fluorescent lamp being kept ignited by current
capacitor C starts discharging, but since the diode D retains flow thereto from said source through said ballast choke coil.
the holding current of SCR, Ds, the load L is kept as it is ener
4. An electric circuit for igniting a plurality of discharge
gized if the gate current does not flow.
lamps, comprising in combination: a plurality of ballast choke
When the electric charge of capacitor C is discharged too 60 coils,
a power source, means connecting said plurality of
much to maintain the holding current of SCR (Ds), said SCR
discharge
lamps in parallel to said power source through
(Ds) is turned off to deenergize the load L.
respective
ones of said ballast choke coils, a diode and a
This is one cycle of operation, and the load L is again ener capacitor and
means connecting said diode and capacitor in
gized in the same way as set forth in the foregoing, and deener series with said source for charging said capacitor during a
gized at a predetermined interval of time after the energiza 65 negative half cycle of power source voltage through said
tion thereof.
diode, a semiconductor controlled rectifier element, an oscil
The electric circuit of this embodiment has such advantages
lation
coil and means connecting said controlled
that the energizing period of load can be prolonged, with no rectifierproducing
element
and
oscillation coil to said capacitor for caus
relation to the flow of gate current of SCR, since the diode
ing said capacitor to discharge as well as be inversely charged
70
controls discharging through the time constant circuit and by said controlled rectifier element when said controlled recti
maintains the holding current of SCR to turn on said SCR fier element is turned on, thereby producing a high-voltage
thereby energizing the load, if the gate current is not flowed; pulse in said oscillation producing coil usable for igniting said
that the circuit is made at low cost because of its simplicity in
plurality of discharge lamps, and a plurality of neon tube
structure; and that its operation is positively ensured.
lamps
and means connecting each said neon tube lamp
What is claimed is:
75 between a gate of said controlled rectifier element and a
a motor and a transformer which is connected in series 30
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respective one of said ballast choke coils for causing said con
trolled rectifier element to turn on at substantially the peak of
the positive half cycle of said power source.

22

tion of said switch, whereupon the thus produced high voltage

pulse produces a counter electromotive force on the ballast
choke coil and then said high-voltage pulse, counter elec
tromotive lamp.
force and power source voltage are applied to the
discharge
8. A discharge lamp igniting circuit, comprising in combina
tion: an A.C. power source, a discharge lamp, a transformer

5. An electric circuit for igniting a discharge lamp, compris
ing in combination:
a power source;

means for preheating the filaments of said discharge lamp
including a controlled rectifier element adapted to turn
on at substantially the peak of positive half cycle of the
power source voltage and connected between filaments
of said discharge lamp; and
a high-voltage pulse generating circuit comprising a capaci
tor and means connecting said capacitor to said source for

having a secondary coil and a primary coil, means connecting

10

said secondary coil across said lamp, a ballast choke coil,
means connecting said secondary coil in parallel to said A.C.
power source through said ballast choke coil, a series circuit

connected across said A.C. power source and including said
primary coil of said transformer as well as a capacitor and a
charging said capacitor at the negative half cycle of power diode
approximately twice charging or discharging
source voltage, a transformer, means connecting the seconda 15 currentforofmaking
said
capacitor
and applying it every cycle of A.C.
ry side of said transformer to said lamp, and means connecting voltage, a switch which operates
at substantially the peak of
said capacitor and the primary side of said transformer to said the
or negative half cycles of the power source voltage
controlled rectifier element for rapidly inversely charging said andpositive
means connecting said switch across a portion of said se
capacitor at substantially the peak of the positive half cycle of ries circuit
for causing said secondary coil to produce a high
said power source in a manner that said charging current 20 voltage
pulse
utilizing transient phenomena caused every
produces an oscillating pulse at the primary side of said trans cycle by charging
and discharging of said capacitor whereu
former, said pulse is raised to excite a high-voltage oscillating pon the thus produced
high voltage pulse produces a counter
pulse at the secondary side thereof, and said high-voltage electromotive
force on the ballast choke coil and then said
oscillating pulse is impressed on said filaments to ignite said 25 high voltage pulse, counter electromotive force and power
discharge lamp.
voltage are applied to the discharge lamp.
6. An electric circuit for igniting a plurality of discharge source
9.
A
discharge lamp igniting electric circuit, comprising in
lamps, comprising in combination:
combination: an A.C. power source, a ballast choke coil, a
an A.C. power source;
a controlled rectifier circuit including a controlled rectifier discharge lamp and a transformer having a secondary coil con
element;
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nected in parallel to said A.C. power source through said bal

last choke coil, a series circuit connected across said A.C.
a filament preheating circuit including means connecting source
and comprising a primary coil of said transformer as
said controlled rectifier element in circuit with the fila
well
as
a
and a current flow control device of a type
ments of said discharge lamps and said source for pre capable ofcapacitor
passing D.C. current in at least one
heating the respective filaments by conduction through 35 direction, acontinuously
switch connected across a portion of said series
said controlled rectifier element;
circuit and adapted to synchronize with substantially the peak
a high-voltage pulse generating circuit including a capaci voltage
of said A.C. source, tertiary and biquadratic coils and
tor, means connecting said capacitor to said source for means inductively
energizing same from said A.C. source for
charging said capacitor during the negative half cycle of
filaments of said discharge lamp, said tertiary and
said source voltage, a transformer, means connecting the 40 preheating
biquadratic coils being combined into a unitary coil, the
secondary side of said transformer to said lamps, and secondary
being inductively coupled at least to said pri
means connecting the primary side of said transformer mary coil coil
for
producing a high-voltage pulse utilizing a
and said capacitor in common to said controlled rectifier transient phenomena
caused by charging and discharging of
circuit and responsive to conduction of said controlled 45 said capacitor, whereupon
the thus produced high-voltage
rectifier element for rapidly inversely charging said
produces an counter-electromotive force at the ballast
capacitor at substantially the peak of the positive half pulse
choke coil, said tertiary and biquadratic coil producing a pulse
cycle of said source voltage in a manner that the capaci voltage
proportional to that of the primary coil.
tor inverse charging current produces an oscillating pulse
10.
A
for sequentially igniting a plurality of
at the primary side of said transformer, said pulse is raised 50 fluorescentcircuit
lamps, comprising in combination:
in voltage to provide a high-voltage oscillating pulse at
a power source;
the secondary side of said transformer and the high-volt
lamp circuits each including a ballast choke coil connected
age oscillating pulse is impressed on said filaments to ig
between said source and a corresponding lamp, said bal
nite said plurality of discharge lamps and
last
choke coil having a secondary coil, a capacitor
a gate current controlling circuit including neon lamps and 55
chargeable from said source, a thyristor, a neon tube,
means connecting said neon lamps to the filaments of
means connecting said neon tube to said source and
respective ones of said discharge lamps, said gate current
thyristor
for turning said thyristor on at substantially the
controlling circuit feeding current to a gate of said con
peak of the power source voltage, and means connecting
trolled rectifier element to turn on said controlled rectifi
said capacitor to said secondary coil and thyristor for
er element at substantially the peak of the positive half 60
causing
discharge of said capacitor therethrough to
cycle of said source.
produce a high voltage pulse in the ballast choke coil for
7. A discharge lamp igniting circuit, comprising in combina
igniting the corresponding one of said lamps, said lamp
tion: an A.C. power source, a discharge lamp, a transformer
circuits being interconnected;
having a secondary coil and a primary coil, means connecting
a
plurality
of transistors and means connecting each said
said secondary coil across said lamp, a ballast choking coil, 65
transistor to a corresponding one of said lamp circuits for
means connecting said secondary coil across said A.C. power
rendering each said lamp circuit inoperative when the
source through said ballast choking coil, a capacitor, a re
corresponding one of said transistors is rendered conduc
sistor, means connecting said primary coil of said transformer
tive; and
and said capacitor and said resistor in a series circuit across
circuit means for controlling the conductive state of
said A.C. power source, a switch operable at substantially the 70 - control
said transistors and connected to said transistors, said
peak of both positive and negative half cycles of the power
control circuit means including a transistor circuit for
source voltage and means connecting said switch across a por
each said transistor, each said transistor circuit having
tion of said series circuit for causing said secondary coil to
two further transistors connected to a time constant cir
produce a high voltage pulse utilizing transient phenomena
cuit, and further including means interconnecting said

caused by charge and discharge of said capacitor upon opera- 75

transistor circuits for igniting said fluorescent lamps
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sequentially and for extinguishing said fluorescent lamps

24
13. The circuit of claim 3 including a still further coil and

all at once after being ignited.
11. An electric circuit for flashing an A.C. load, comprising
in combination:
an A.C. power source;
a rectifier circuit having an A.C. side and a D.C. side, said
A.C. side being connected to said A.C. power source
through said A.C. load;
a time constant circuit connected across the D.C. side of
said rectifier circuit and including a resistor and capaci

5

O

tor;

means connecting same in series with said fluorescent lamp,
said still further coil being inductively coupled to said further
coil for discharging said fluorescent lamp upon appearance of
said pulse.
14. The circuit of claim 14 including a diode in series with
said thyristor and means connecting said source, said ballast
choke coil, said diode and thyristor in series loop with the
electrodes of said fluorescent lamp for preheating said elec
trodes when said thyristor conducts.

15. The circuit of claim 4 in which said oscillation coil is in

an SCR connected across said D.C. side of said rectifier cir

ductively coupled to each of said ballast coils so that said high
means including a Zener diode connecting said capacitor to voltage pulse in said oscillation coil produces higher voltage
in each of said ballast coils, said ballast coils applying
a gate of said SCR for turning on said SCR with current 15 pulses
said higher voltage pulses to respective ones of said discharge
flowing to said gate thereof when the charging voltage of lamps
for igniting same.
said capacitor of said time constant circuit is raised to ex
16. The circuit of claim 4 including a further coil inductive
ceed the Zener voltage of said Zener diode thereby to
cause said capacitor of said time constant circuit to ly coupled with said oscillation coil, and means connecting
discharge;
20 said further coil in series with each of said discharge lamps for
igniting said discharge lamps upon appearance of said high
a diode and means connecting said diode from a point voltage
pulse.
between said capacitor and Zener to a point between said
17. The circuit of claim 4 including means for connecting
SCR and said rectifier circuit for maintaining conduction
of said scr for a predetermined period of time thereby to each of said neon tube lamps in parallel with the correspond
energize the load.
25 ing one of said discharge lamps for causing ignition of said
discharge lamps to prevent further actuation of said controlled
12. The circuit of claim 3 in which said further coil is induc
tively coupled to said ballast coil so that said pulse in said rectifier element by the corresponding ones of said neon tube
further coil induces a high voltage pulse in said ballast coil, lamps and upon failure of one of said discharge lamps to ignite
said ballast coil applying said further high voltage pulse to said allowing the corresponding one of said neon tube lamps to
fluorescent lamp for discharging same substantially at said 30 subsequently turn on said controlled rectifier element.
ck
sk.
k
peak of said source.
cuit;
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